INTRODUCTION
throughout the rich diversity of his work. Inversely, it remains a strange
thing that in spite of the theatre's social dimension and this genre's
necessarily more realistic character, there should nevertheless be a lesser
play of fantastic and 'created' elements in it than in his poetry proper.
Here also one may see the poet's identity - and his diversity. For there
are no two plays in which reality assumes a part in the same fashion and
to the same proportion.
Dona Rosita, perhaps the most lyric in tone of all the plays, contains
more elements of reality in it than all the plays which preceded it.
Naturally, there are different planes of reality in this work, as in almost
all of them. Here, there is a reality made poetic: the atmosphere of
Granada. It is what one might call the play's spirit, and it would still be
in it even without a single direct reference -just as it exists, in another
way, in Don PerlimpHn. In Dona Rosita the evocation of the atmosphere,
and of the period, is created without, sparing a single detail. Proper
names of Granada families, real happenings, real persons, and literary
ones, appear. Some of the incidents which would seem most improbable
spring straight from reality. Many of the phrases of the Economics
Instructor - 'I do not possess a sufficient volume of experience —' 'The
earth is a mediocre planet.. .* and others - are out of the speech of per-
sons known in the Spanish faculty. Never till then had the poet so re-
sorted to actual happenings as in this play, the only one for which he
* did research*.
I remember seeing 1,900 almanacs and magazines on his work-table
in our Granada garden. The ballad about the language of the flowers
was made from a little book that contained, besides the language of the
flowers, that of stamps, the fan, dreams, etc. The allusions to automobile
races and such other details are taken from books. "What is more, the
description of the mutabik rose, which constitutes the play's essence, and
the descriptions of the hispid and inermis roses are data out of an old
botany book which the poet, Moreno Villa, showed Federico, and
which finally crystallized the idea of Dona Rosita.
This play haunted the poet's imagination for many years and was the
longest in maturing among all that he wrote. Its conception was such a
task to him that I know that when he saw it finished it was a load off his
shoulders. To understand this statement better, one must know how
Federico 'worked'; abandoning projects, forgetting themes, and then
letting them be reborn in his memory to the spark of some new reality.
More than by thinking things out, by allowing things - to say it with an
Unamunesque phrase - to think him out: until those two worlds met
and welded - which was the time to write. And then, what ease, what
simplicity, and, at bottom, what joy in the task of creating.

